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September 2018
STATED COMMUNICATIONS
Masonic Temple
105 King Street
St. Augustine, FL
1ST & 3RD Thursdays
Meal – 6:30 p.m.
Stated Communication — 7:30 p.m.
DEGREE WORK AND PRACTICE
2nd & 4th Thursdays
CHARITY OF THE QUARTER
Ketto Primary School

Brethren,
Today I thought I’d express some things that I’ve
been mulling over. Do you have plans for your
life? Do you have expectations for the lives of
those around you? Are there solutions to life’s
problems that seem to evade you even though you
think the path to success should be simpler? Is
there any point in trying to force the hand of fate
to make the cards fall more in your favor? I found
myself weeping this morning because of the
weight of some of these questions on my heart,
mind, and soul. I went so far as to contemplate
asking for Devine intervention to help me reach
my goals. This thought only made it worse. I wept
because of how wretched I felt for asking Deity to
stretch out His hand to assist me with MY plan.
Without getting preachy, I needed the reminder
that MY plan is inconsequential. Is it any coincidence that, as a Craft, we address God as the Supreme Architect? Shouldn’t I rely on the guidance of one with the wisdom and power to draft

the best plans? Is that not the very function of an
Architect. Brothers we are blessed with a truly
Supreme Architect drawing the plans for our lives,
even if those plans are hidden from us for a while.
We are fortunate to see small glimpses of the
blessings he has in store for us and I’m happy to
say that when it comes to Ashlar Lodge our blessings are many. We continue to have petitions
coming in and we can confidently hope that these
men will become assets to the Craft as a whole.
There are parts of my plan for the Lodge that God
has seen fit to, for a time, place on the back burner, but I am pacified and pleased seeing that the
cause of Freemasonry continues to be an appealing venture for men in our community. Our pipeline is in good health Brothers and we should rejoice in that fact because there are many Lodges
who can’t relate. I ask that those of you who read
this join me in attempting to put some perspective
back in our lives and trust that our Architect
builds buildings that withstand the winds of time
and the whims of eternity.
Some dates for the calendar:
Sept 6 and 20, regular stated communication
Sept 12, we will host a Town Hall meeting led by
R W John Westerman
October 25, we have tentatively scheduled a FC
degree confirmation in Oct. Trestleboard.
Fraternally
Bo
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PETITIONS COMMITTEE
10.04 Petitions Committee. The Petitions Committee shall be composed of not less than three
nor more than seven members, whose duty it shall be to cause each applicant for the Degrees before his petition has been received by the Lodge, to appear personally before the
Committee to be interviewed and give such information as may be requested. The Committee shall make its report to the Worshipful Master, after which the petition shall take its
usual course.
33.08 The Worshipful Master of each Particular Lodge shall appoint a committee of not less
than three and not more than seven members to be known as the Petitions Committee, the duties of which shall be to cause each applicant for the Degrees before his petition has been
received by the Lodge to appear personally before the committee and to be interviewed
and give such information to the Committee as may be requested. The Committee shall
then make its report to the Worshipful Master after which the petition shall follow the usual
Masonic procedure.
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CHAPLAIN’S CORNER
The world has become an increasingly uncivil place. We are polarized and hostile speech dominates
the media, political arenas, and our everyday lives. We tolerate being talked at instead of talking with each
other. We have allowed divisions to become chasms impossible to cross. This incivility has made its way into
our Lodges.
Thomas Paine in 1776 wrote “These are times that try men’s souls.” When we are uncivil to another,
we silence that person; we take away his voice. Masonic Lodges have long promoted the idea that democratic
ideas and habits include listening and civil discourse. Civil discourse is the cornerstone that enables us to form
enlightened perspectives.
The world has become politically, religiously, and racially divided. We, as Masons, are taught to be
good citizens while respecting the opinions of others. Masons are civil and respectful of all races and religions.
The Great Architect of the Universe is truly universal.
Society hungers for a return to civility and we, as Masons, have the language, tools, values, and drive
to make it so. We are uniquely position to tackle this problem—if only we will.
Thomas Jefferson wrote “I never consider a difference of opinion in politics, in religion, in philosophy,
as cause for withdrawing from a friend.”
Freemasonry provides the opportunity for ordinary men to do extraordinary things. We can be the catalyst for change to the better in a troubled world if only we will.

DEPUTY GRAND MASTER
TOWN HALL #2

Wednesday, September 12, 2018
6:00 pm Dinner
7:00 pm Program Begins
Ashlar Lodge No. 98
105 King Street
St. Augustine, FL 32082
Topics:




You never get a second chance to make a first impression
 How to identify men of faith and high character
 Initial budgeting and dues decision made easier
Developing a public service event your community values

ONCE AND FUTURE FREEMASONRY
“Even after his admission,” writes W.L. Wilmshurst, “[a candidate] remains quite at a loss to explain
satisfactorily what Masonry is and for what purpose this Order exists.” And Silas Shepherd notes: “It will be
readily conceded that any person who desires to become a member of the Fraternity has little conception of its
serious purposes.” Yet, it is clearly stated that Freemasonry is a beautiful system of morality, veiled in allegory,
and illustrated by symbols with multiple layers of meaning. To truly improve oneself in Masonry a man must
have a basic knowledge of the purposes of Speculative Freemasonry and, ideally, an even more comprehensive
sense of his need to utilize the allegories and legends inculcated through the various degrees to address personal
issues of fear, hate, greed, intolerance, envy, anger, prejudice, and selfishness. But above all, he should demonstrate his desire for knowledge and his willingness to be serviceable to his fellow creatures. If he does not do
these things, he fails to comprehend the essence of Freemasonry—a spiritual quest.
Current research suggests that a significant portion of young people designated as millennials, those
between twenty-five and forty years of age, consider themselves more spiritual than religious with a common
response to survey questions being “we have dumbed down what it means” to be religious. A Pew Research
Center report states that “Gen Nexters say people in their generation view becoming more spiritual as their most
important goal in life.” This generation interprets the Deity’s wish for man as to be happy and to do good
things. They also maintain closer contact with their parents than the previous two generations and feel removed
from the political process. They are more interested in world and national affairs than their predecessors and
seek strong communal and social ties. They are more motivated toward learning with a marked percentage seeking education beyond high school. Finally, they are more inclusive than their parents or grandparents, and they
find their heroes close and familiar.
This new generation possesses fewer prejudices and biases than their forefathers, and often looks with
disbelief and pity on those who still profess such, especially racial, or act in such a manner. This should be
nothing new to Freemasons. Theodore Roosevelt wrote that he neither disclosed nor revealed any Masonic secret when he stated that the Fraternity gives men of all walks of life a common ground upon which all men are
equal and have one common interest. He also noted that Freemasonry teaches not merely temperance, fortitude,
prudence, justice, brotherly love, relief, and truth, it also denounces ignorance, superstition and bigotry. R.W.
Gilbert Weisman, W. Grand Orator of the Grand Lodge of Florida, in the Grand Oration given in May 2015
states unequivocally that
“you could also define tolerance as freedom from bigotry . . . It is morally
correct to encourage people to take a stand against everyday bigotry, apathy,
and ignorance. It has no place in our society, our Fraternity, our schools,
our place of worship, or our individual neighborhoods . . . your children,
and their children’s success depends on it. Success in today’s world—and
tomorrow’s—depends on being able to understand, appreciate, and work
with others of any race, color, or creed . . .treating others in the way that
you would like to be treated.”
When asked to name a person they admire, these generations tend not to name past heroes. They list
the names of teachers, mentors, people in their community that they respect, and family members with whom
they have direct contact and who, to them, exemplify what it is to be a good person. What more fertile ground
for growth could Freemasonry seek? The Fraternity offers spirituality without a denominational orientation and
timeless guides to ethical decision making and upright action. It condemns prejudice and bigotry and is, as is
the generations in question, inclusive. Above all, the Fraternity offers the example of good men made better
through Freemasonry; men potential candidates know and interrelate with on a regular basis.
Freemasonry teaches through allegory and ritual that the human body is but a temporary, temporal
edifice for an immortal being. This concept is firmly rooted in spirituality which resolutely acknowledges, as
did the founders of Freemasonry, the existence of a Supreme Being but a creator who does not always intervene
in the universe. This type of spirituality is the outgrowth of an intellectual movement that originated in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, parallel with the foundation of Freemasonry, and focuses on the existence of
the Creator based on reason rather than supernatural activity. “Get knowledge, get wisdom; but with all thy
meaning, get understanding. Wisdom is supreme--so get wisdom. And whatever else you get, get understanding,” writes The Teacher in Proverbs 4:7. The modern Craft of Freemasonry is a successor to the ancient mysteries in its spirituality and teaching technique as well as its ritual. For the millennial and nexter generations
therein may lie the future of the Freemasonry. If the Brethren inhabiting the Craft do not seek knowledge, understanding, and wisdom and pass it “through a succession of ages,” Freemasonry will fall to the fate of all hu-

man endeavors that have come before from which the spirt as well as intent was lost or ignored.
Cliff Porter writes in A Traditional Observance Lodge that “men entering the fraternity of Freemasonry
in the 21st century generally have much higher expectations of their lodge and fraternal experience than did their
predecessors. They are remarkably ‘old school’ in their spiritual aspirations.” He notes further that these young
men have at their fingertips a wealth of information about the institution and have arrived, prior to the submission of their petition, at the conclusion that the Fraternity is dedicated to and focused on truth-seeking, selfdevelopment, education, and, above all, their spiritual nature and development. A problem arises, however, when
their expectations are not fulfilled. Frustration results and with it goes the concomitant loss of an individual who
could have been a dedicated Mason. Gotthold Lessing in the eighteenth century noted the same attraction to the
Fraternity. He also reported the same frustration and, eventually, departure.
Freemasonry is, according to Andrew Hammer in Observing the Craft, “a philosophical society which
demands of its members the highest standards in all areas of labor.” Tolerance of different opinions is paramount to the success of the Craft and should form the basis for all Masonic discourse. When a society fails to
place sound value on the acquisition of knowledge from many sources, it is on the path to self-destruction. Each
man who asks to join the Fraternity comes for his own reasons, but most come seeking the opportunity to explore
innovative ideas and find new ways of looking at the past and themselves.
Freemasonry from its beginning has offered its members the freedom to determine their own destiny and reach
their own understanding of the legends, allegories, and principles inculcated in the lodge. Freemasonry serves to
better one’s mind (simply memorizing the catechisms and ritual indicates soundness of mind and a retentive
memory) as surely as it serves to better oneself. Freemasonry also requires more than insignificant improvements
in a man’s approach to life and his analytical techniques. It requires constant development through reading and
self-discipline (see Chapter VII). The ultimate questions a Freemason must ask himself are is this the best I can
do? Is this the best I can be? It is through proper decorum, reverence for the Craft, respect for one’s Brothers,
excellence in ritual, and sound Masonic Education that Freemasonry will survive into time immemorial.
Freemasonry currently appears to be experiencing a downward trend in terms of membership numbers
and, some suggest, that the quality of the Brothers initiated as well as the experienced gained through membership has slipped markedly. There are about half as many members in Florida Lodges (the author’s Grand Lodge)
in 2015 as there were in 1980. Lodges are struggling and Grand Lodges are retrenching and downsizing. A reduction in numbers may not be a bad thing. It is quality for which Freemasonry strives, not quantity. There has
been a great deal of hand-wringing and predictions of Freemasonry’s imminent demise. Many have questioned
the prohibition against overt recruitment and others point a finger at what they consider the distasteful use of
secrets, but as written in Proverbs 11:3, “a tale-bearer revealeth secrets; but he that is of a faithful spirit concealeth them.”
The call is loud and clear, notes John Bizzack in For the Good of the Order: Examining the Shifting
Paradigm within Freemasonry. “Freemasonry has been able to pass on its gift of fellowship and its central lessons from one generation to the next because it has held onto its core ideologies and each generation has adapted
them to its own needs. . . To attract quality members, Freemasonry must provide a quality experience . . . it must
stay true to its principles.” The twenty-first century and the generation of young men who refer to themselves as
millennials with their spiritual and knowledge-seeking focus, offer the fertile ground necessary to strengthen the
Craft through adherence to its core tenets and principles. But it requires quality to attract quality.
There is little doubt that the Internet has increased interest in Freemasonry. Baby Boomers and their
children tended not to be joiners, and current generations seek quality in most of their doings rather that the
quantitative aspect of being part of a large group. They are searching for meaning in an ever more complex and
diverse world in which there appear to be no heroes and no sound guides to action. They, as did their forefathers,
desire freedom and the right to determine their own thoughts and destinies. They seek to better their minds as
they seek to better their understanding of the world. They are more educated than previous generations yet they
strive to improve themselves, but they are not always focused on material gain. They are in many ways similar to
the men who made the Fraternity great in previous centuries.
There is within the Craft a movement to return to what is commonly termed
Observant Lodges. These Lodges focus on decorum to include dress and actions within the lodge; excellence in
ritual work with the accompanying reverence for the lessons to be learned there; and the belief that they can become better than they are in both a temporal and spiritual sense. They seek an elevated level of unity with and
understanding of the Deity which they perceive is not always available through organized religion as now practiced. Finally, they seek knowledge. The development of the modern middle class was dependent on the rise of
higher education, but for many of those in the middle class in previous generations that education was financially

beyond their reach. The Masonic Lodge provided that sought after education: it can again.
A Stated Communication in a Lodge of Freemasons should not function as does that of other social organizations and clubs. Yet too often Lodges have abandoned or forgotten through disuse what for centuries made
them great and important. They have become good old boys’ clubs rather than centers for spiritual and educational advancement and renewal. The lessons of the Symbolic Lodges would easily fill the curriculum of an undergraduate degree as well as several advanced degrees. They are worthy of a lifetime of study and analysis. In the
seventeenth century, Accepted Masons gathered to discuss the latest advances in architecture, geometry, mathematics, and other philosophical pursuits. This attracted even more members and provided the Lodges and the
world with new insights into the human condition as it contributed to the overall advancement of knowledge.
These Accepted Masons made themselves better men through their focused pursuit of enlightenment and, influenced by the concept of the universality of man, they contributed directly to our modern democratic and educational systems. They noted the universal principle laid down in The Book of Constitutions that exclusion based
on race or religion is not Masonic.
Freemasonry is not now nor has it ever been a mainly social institution. It has achieved its objectives by
removing from the Lodge considerations of national allegiance, partisan politics, and sectarianism. Freemasonry
cannot be all things to all people. It is not a religion or a political party but it was not fashioned to accommodate
all ideas or all people. It was not created in man’s image, no matter how much man has tried to change that. It is a
privilege to be Made a Mason and so it should be treated. The nature of man is that he values least that which is
easiest to obtain and comes at the lowest cost in money, energy, or time. He values most those things that are
difficult to obtain and which few people possess such as a high-status profession—a physician--or a high rank in
the military. He further values those things with markedly higher price tags; otherwise luxury automobiles would
not sell as well as they do. Finally, he values most that which requires his skill to obtain. Freemasonry should not
be what you get out of it, it must require something of you to be of value.
The key word in Freemasonry should be excellence which comes from the Latin for to rise out from, to
rise up, or to rise above. It does this by initiating only those who seek its wisdom and who meet the full test of
investigation and the ballot—or it should. In the ancient operative lodges, not all who sought admission were
accepted with the records clearly indicating that only a small number were ever advanced beyond the most basic
level. Freemasonry was not then nor should it be now, a product to be bought and sold. William Preston in 1861
warned that “the privileges of Masonry have long been prostituted for unworthy considerations. . . Many have
enrolled their names on our records for the mere purpose of conviviality . . . but the evil stops not there. . . Persons of this description, ignorant of the true nature of the institution . . . are induced to recommend others of the
same cast, to join the society for the same purposes.” The same can be written almost one hundred and sixty
years later, and it is this ready availability, this lack of specialness, this open-door policy, that many suggest has
contributed to the reduction in the Fraternity’s reputation and the accompanying loss of good men seeking its
wisdom.
Freemasonry should not be for the faint of heart or the over-committed. It is not a quick way to enlightenment or fulfillment. Like anything worth having, it demands hard work, dedication, focus, and a significant
commitment of time. The essence of Freemasonry is that it must be sought by those willing to meet its demands.
The new man coming into the Craft must be willing to give as much as he receives, but he must have sound guidance, solid education, and strong moral leadership. While the word is much overused in modern education, Freemasonry should be a truly transformative experience, but as with any craftsman, just because you possess the
basic skills does not make you a master of the trade.
All Lodges operate under the laws, rules, and regulations of their Grand Lodge, but every Lodge can and
should also uphold the highest standards of Freemasonry. A quick review of photos of Lodge activities from the
last century and before indicate that, based on the clothing worn, the Brothers in attendance took their Craft far
more seriously that do many modern Masons. The intent of Symbolic Lodge Freemasonry is not to be a jovial
club; there are other organizations that fulfill that need. Symbolic Lodges should be dedicated to the meaning of
things philosophical and empirical. They should guard well the gate to the Temple. Potential initiates should
meet with well-informed Brothers as well as Lodge officers to discuss their interest in the Fraternity and their
reason for knocking at the door. The investigation should not be pro forma, and the background check should be
extensive. Candidates should be asked difficult and pointed questions, and it should be understood that Freemasonry is not something one can inherit—it should not grandfather its members.
Too often Freemasonry has penalized a Brother for taking the time necessary to learn our valuable lessons and has enforced too rapid advancement of unprepared individuals resulting in less informed and less Masonically educated Brothers assuming leadership positions in the Lodge. This does not mean that procrastination

is acceptable; time is a factor in Freemasonry as it is in real life. Deadlines are deadlines, and meeting them indicates the ability of the initiate as well as his willingness to conform to the Fraternity’s rules and regulations; but it
is not unreasonable to allow a new Brother to participate in some Lodge activities other than advanced Degree
work while he learns his lessons and proves himself ready for further advancement. Our ancient operative brothers
gave a young man seven years or more to learn the mysteries of the craft and many were not successful. Those
who did, however, demonstrated more than proficiency in their work when they produced their apprentice piece
and met the judgment of the Masters.
Finally, Freemasonry should not be done on the cheap. It is not a public service. All of us find the money to do those things that we consider important personally and professionally, be it tickets to a sporting event or
concert or the price of a fine meal at a high-quality restaurant. None of our members NEEDS to be a Mason; they
are here of their own free will and accord. Historically, guild dues were set high with reports in England of dues
equaling as much as a month’s wages for craftsman and more for a master. Members of the operative guilds
dressed in livery or distinctive clothing. Modern Masons should consider the example of their forefathers and
dress in accordance with their respect for the Craft and their evaluation of its worth. As in the craft guilds, advancement should be based on merit not seniority. If an officer, elected or appointed, fails to fulfill his obligation
and his duties to the Lodge, he should remove himself from the line. It is the nature of Freemasonry that he who
would be first should first be last.
Freemasonry gives no man the answers. It provides him with the working tools necessary to the attainment of further light (ongoing light). It presents him with a mirror. The author well remembers a full-length mirror
in a barracks at an Army Officer Candidates School. On top of the mirror were the words IS THIS THE BEST
YOU CAN BE? Every Masonic Lodge might consider installing such a mirror in its anteroom.

Contact R.W. Oscar Patterson III, D.D.G.M., District 11 for tickets.

